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National Institutes of Health (NIH) Awards 
Technatomy Corporation 3-year, $1.6M 

Intelligent Process Automation Services 
Contract for the National Eye Institute 

FAIRFAX, VA — Technatomy Corporation, a leading federal health IT systems integrator, was 
recently awarded the National Eye Institute’s (NEI) Business Process Management (BPM) 
Application & Development services contract by the Executive Branch of the Department of 
Health and Human Services, National Institutes of Health (NIH).  This award continues the 
current work that Technatomy has been delivering to NEI for the past three years. 

Under this new contract, Technatomy will provide agency-wide enterprise BPM solutions and 
services including design, development, implementation, deployment, administration, and 
business process analysis.  Specifically requested services include, but are not limited to, project 
management, process mapping, process analysis, data extraction, data analysis, database support, 
change management, ongoing certification and accreditation (C&A), and operations and 
maintenance (O&M).  

To deliver these services, Technatomy leverages its acclaimed IntrafaciXTM innovation division 
to provide leading edge solutions in Health Information Technologies (HIT), Intelligent Process 
Automation (IPA), Data Engineering and DataOps (DE&O), and Systems Engineering and 
Integration (SE&I). This particular innovation program at NIH NEI, and its mission impact, was 
the basis of a “FedHealthIT” Innovation Award in 2019. 

This three-year contract will help ensure NIH NEI’s business process management program 
remains effective in helping transform and modernize legacy processes into efficient, digital-
based, automated workflows with easy status tracking, clear transparency, and much faster time 
to complete. 

“We are proud to serve NIH’s National Eye Institute and be part of their digital 
transformation and modernization journey toward delivering superior agency-wide 
business process management services,” noted Nadeem Butler, Technatomy’s 
Managing Director. “We are especially honored to have been selected to continue 
the work we started three years ago and support this agency in meeting its mission 
goals.” 

About Technatomy 

Technatomy Corporation is a leader in Digital Transformation Solutions Integration for the 
Federal Government, specializing in intelligent process and data automation for Health IT, 
Defense & Logistics, and Civilian agency applications. Located in Fairfax, VA, its IntrafaciX 
Innovation Center highlights integrated artificial intelligence, machine learning, predictive 
analytics & visualization, digital workflow & robotic process automation, mobile & IoT 
technologies. The firm’s dedication to customer satisfaction is exemplified by its well- 
credentialed associates, advanced ISO and CMMI quality certifications, and a 20-year history of 
service excellence. 
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